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Frederick Chopin Your Lunar Return
For the Month beginning

Sep 23, 2012
Mar 01, 1810
06:00:00 PM LMT
Zdunska Wola,POL
Zone: +00:00
018E57'00"
51N36'00"

Your Lunar Return
The Lunar Return is your monthly birthday. It is
the moment each month when the moon returns to
the position it was at when you were born. In
astrological tradition, a chart for the moment of
your lunar return is a symbol of the month to
come.

09:46:32 PM EST
Big Rapids, MI
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Geocentric
Tropical

Koch Houses

Lunar Return Positions:
Moon in Capricorn in the 8th House
Sun in Libra in the 5th House
Mercury in Libra in the 5th House
Venus in Leo in the 4th House
Mars in Scorpio in the 6th House
Jupiter in Gemini in the 1st House
Saturn in Libra in the 5th House
Uranus in Aries in the 11th House
Neptune in Pisces in the 10th House
Pluto in Capricorn in the 7th House
Node in Scorpio in the 6th House
Midheaven in Aquarius
Ascendant in Gemini
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Frederick Chopin- Highlights for Sep 23, 2012

Your Direction for the Month:
An outgoing and very expressive cycle of experience has begun for you. Now more than ever,
you want to be admired and appreciated by others, to do and create things that stir their
hearts. This is child's play; this is romance; this is taking a chance.


Sun in 5th House

The Closest Aspect:
You may not feel like being very emotional and might tend to ignore any emotional needs you
might have. Your sense of values may be in conflict with your feelings.

Venus Square Mars

Your Emotional Environment:
Sexual needs are just one of the life issues emphasized for you at this time. An instinctive
imperative to be powerful and in control - pulling the strings, as it were - may lead to greater
interest or experience in healing and investing, and in the great mysteries of life and death.


Moon in 8th House

Your Thoughts:
A period of intellectual creativity has dawned in your life; expressing yourself with a flair
comes to mean more to you. Beating the odds through cleverness is appealing, and this may
lead to an interest in all kinds of financial speculation. A lover or child who is bright and
articulate plays a bigger role in your life.


Mercury in 5th House

Your Attachments:
Fondness and appreciation for the past and for your roots in life take on greater importance
for you now. Making your home situation more pleasant and attractive plays a part in this, and
the sale or purchase of real estate could bring you much gain before this cycle is through.
You may yearn for family harmony.


Venus in 4th House

Your Motivation:
A period when you take your work more seriously than usual has just begun. A lot of energy
goes into getting things scheduled and organized. The nail that sticks up gets hammered
down.


Mars in 6th House

Your Inspiration:
A period emphasizing an enhanced sense of personal possibility and potential has just
begun. This is a time of tremendous psychological growth, which can lead to great personal
success if you follow through with it. (You might also find that you'll put on the pounds if you
aren't careful.)


Jupiter in 1st House
Your Obstacles:
Affairs of the heart could be a rough row to hoe now. Someone you care about - a child or
lover, perhaps - may be a cause for concern. Self-control and setting limits is important in
love and other games of chance: think long-term, and be realistic in your approach to these
things.


Saturn in 5th House
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